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State higher education boards can play a vital role in aligning
teacher education programs with professional standards and
in assessing the performance of those programs and their
graduates. To illustrate the potential for constructive leader-
ship at the board level, I will describe here the role of the
Arizona Board of Regents in implementing the new teacher
and student standards that were developed recently in
Arizona.

Most higher education boards have not yet been as involved
in the implementation of teacher standards as the Arizona
Board of Regents has been. Therefore, my remarks are
organized around four questions.

1. What is the Arizona Board of Regents?

2. Why would such a board want to get involved in teacher
education?

3. What can such a board do to help implement teacher
standards?

4. What has the Arizona Board of Regents achieved so far?
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What Is the Arizona Board of Regents?
The Arizona Board of Regents is a governing board, which
means that it has the power to hire presidents, approve
capital and operating budgets, and authorize academic
programs. As Associate Executive Director of the Board, I
work with the chief academic officers of the universities to
help the Board develop and implement academic policies,
including those that affect teacher education programs.

The Board oversees three public universities: Arizona State
University, Northern Arizona University, and the University
of Arizona.

Arizona State University consists of a main campus, a
separately accredited west campus, and a new east campus.
The main and west campuses offer separately accredited
teacher education programs; the main campus program is
also offered on the east campus. Northern Arizona Univer-
sity has a main campus plus educational centers and sites
around the state that offer teacher education. The University
of Arizona offers teacher education on its main campus and
through a branch campus in Sierra Vista.

Arizona State University and the University of Arizona are
classified as Research I universities, and Northern Arizona
University is classified as a Doctoral I university. Thus,
although all three institutions have colleges of education,
the importance the universities attach to research and to
graduate programs means that teacher education has
generally been viewed more as a cash cow than as a program
central to the university mission.

The powers of the Board of Regents and the priorities of the
universities in Arizona are not unlike those in most other
states. Governing boards have a bit more influence over
institution leaders than do coordinating boards, but all state
boards have authority for governance and oversight that can
be used to provide leadership on issues in higher education
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that are important to their states. It is also not uncommon to
find that even institutions that began as state teachers'
colleges now have missions in which teacher education is no
longer central. Clearly, this is a situation in which state
boards can have an impact, if they wish.

Why Would a Board Want to Get
Involved in Teacher Education?

A state higher education board would want to become
involved in the process of improving and assessing teacher
education for three types of reasons: political, practical, and
legal.

Political Reasons
The current president of the Arizona Board of Regents
recognized that teacher education was a crucial state need,
and she has made it a high priority during her term in office.
In addition, the current governor of Arizona is a former
teacher and has made support for K–12 education a major
priority. She has appointed three regents to the Board so far,
and teacher education is one of the issues on which she has
charged them to work.

Practical Reasons
The Arizona Board of Regents has been concerned for some
time with the preparation of students for the universities.
Seventy-five percent of undergraduates enrolled at Arizona's
public universities are graduates of Arizona's high schools,
so the Board is naturally concerned about the quality of
education (and, therefore, the quality of teaching) in those
schools. To increase university retention and graduation
rates, the Board raised admissions standards four years ago.
The new curricular requirements for admission went into
effect in the fall of 1998, and they are rigorous. For example,
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Arizona is one of the few university systems in the United
States to require four years of high school mathematics as a
condition for admission.

Because of its concern about improving the preparation of
students for college, the Board supported the new student
standards in Arizona. The fact that 70 percent of the state's
new teachers each year are graduates of the public univer-
sities led the Board to support the new teacher standards as
well. The Board views teacher education as a link in a quality
chain—good teacher education programs produce good
teachers, who better prepare students for college-level work,
which in turn translates into higher success rates at the
universities.

Legal Reasons
Arizona is implementing standards not only for students but
for teachers as well. The Arizona Board of Regents was
concerned that if it did not encourage the universities to align
their teacher education programs with the new teacher
standards, public university graduates might not do well on
the teacher tests and the universities might not exceed the
75 percent pass rate required by state law. It would have
suggested that neither the universities nor the members of
the Board were doing their jobs, and this perception could
have created all kinds of negative effects, from legislative
efforts to disestablish the colleges to individual suits for
educational malpractice.

What Can a State Higher Education Board Do?
If a state higher education board wants to get involved with
teacher standards, what, in fact, can it do? These boards do
not control the teacher certification process, so they typically
do not have authority over the setting of standards or the
assessment of graduates. Board policy typically covers the
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approval and regular review of teacher education programs,
but boards do not have the expertise to evaluate the degree to
which these programs are aligned with teacher standards.
How can a state higher education board play a constructive
role in reforming the preparation and assessment of teachers?

The Arizona Board of Regents has been involved in four
major initiatives that provide examples of constructive
leadership in this area. These initiatives show how a state
board can supply guidance for teacher preparation programs;
provide statewide forums for sharing information and identi-
fying issues; facilitate collaboration among state policy-
makers for developing and monitoring recommendations;
and create opportunities for coordinating policies and plans
across two or more education boards in the same state.

First, the Board asked the universities to develop a plan for
aligning teacher education programs with the new standards.
They held three separate study sessions on this topic: one to
review the teacher standards themselves, a second to review
College of Education goals and objectives, and a third to
review the role of the Colleges of Arts and Sciences. Because
this plan has timelines and accountability measures, it can be
used as the basis for progress reports through which the
Board can guide activity at the universities.

The Board's second initiative was to hold an education
summit so that stakeholders across the state could talk to
each other about how best to implement and support the
standards. This was the first time that Arizona teachers,
faculty, deans, and superintendents were all in the same
room at the same time talking about an issue that was of
mutual concern. This type of forum for information sharing
and discussion can be helpful in promoting practical
solutions to common problems as well as in identifying
policy issues, barriers, and strategies.
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The third initiative was to raise the discussion of collabora-
tion to the level of the state policy makers. For this purpose,
the Board, with the assistance of several facilitators and the
Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education,
organized an education roundtable. The governor, key
legislators, members of four statewide education boards (the
Board of Education, the Charter School Board, the Com-
munity College Board, and the Board of Regents), university
presidents, the state superintendent, a group of county and
district superintendents, business representatives, and repre-
sentatives of the various education associations were all
invited. Many of them attended one or both of the meetings,
and their staffs helped with the planning and preparation.
From these two meetings came a number of recommenda-
tions that are currently being implemented.

Finally, the Board has organized several joint meetings with
the State Board of Education for the purpose of policy
coordination. The agendas for these meetings are set jointly,
and the meetings allow representatives of both boards to
raise concerns and make suggestions about how to align
policies and plans for teacher preparation with policies and
plans for teacher assessment.

What Has the Board Achieved So Far?
Have the results of the Board's involvement been worth the
effort, in terms of time, energy, and political capital? Some of
the highlights of what has been achieved are as follows.

The university plan has made teacher education a university-
wide priority, and the Colleges of Arts and Sciences are
beginning to develop ways to work more closely with the
Colleges of Education. It has also helped encourage the
development of a budget for a collaborative Center for the
Professional Development of Teachers.
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The statewide discussions among stakeholders and policy-
makers have had useful results, including a collaboration
between the community colleges and the universities on a
general education transfer curriculum, a statewide transfer
articulation agreement, and a course bank for advisors to use
for students in teacher education.

Districts are joining universities in partnership programs to
increase the numbers of clinical faculty members and student
teaching opportunities for teacher education students. More-
over, partnerships within the universities, among the
universities, and between the universities and the districts
have laid the groundwork for future collaborative initiatives,
such as the collective development of grant applications.

Finally, in terms of policy coordination, the Board of Regents
and the Board of Education agreed on a timetable through
which the schedule for piloting teacher certification tests and
for developing and implementing passing scores was
extended by a year so that it would fit better with the
schedule for alignment of the university programs. Given the
negative political and public exposure that a premature
teacher certification testing program can bring to a state, this
agreement is viewed as a significant accomplishment.

The results of the efforts of the Arizona Board of Regents
have all been very positive. The Board's initiatives have
helped provide a framework within which the universities
can align their programs and prepare future teachers to be
successful in teaching to the standards. Moreover, they
illustrate how important it is for a state's higher education
board to be actively involved in the process of aligning
teacher education programs with professional standards and
assessing the performance of those programs and their
graduates.
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